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Abstract. This is an ongoing study describing the activities undertaken
as part of the research project EmpAI: Empowerment of AI competen-
cies. The goal is to test the effectiveness of a school-based training pro-
gram to promote AI learning skills. Because it is important to establish
evidence-based practices, as part of the project we identified four ba-
sic abilities that we hypothesize are functional for understanding some
mechanisms underlying AI, and we designed an experiment to test the ef-
fectiveness of the training in promoting children’s learning of such mech-
anisms. For each basic ability, we designed a game-based activity to be
implemented in fifth and sixth grades in Italy. In this paper, we focus on
the experience of implementing the activities in these classes. In partic-
ular, we collected a series of observations in the implementation of the
activities, being particularly interested in the difficulties of the students
and the differences in performance between the two grades. In particu-
lar, we observed different levels of participation and approach between
the two grade levels in some activities. We will incorporate these obser-
vations into the follow-up project Impar.IA.mo, whose goal is to train
teachers to replicate these activities in the regular school day.

Keywords: Smart technology usage reflection; Smart technology assess-
ment; Playfulness reflections; Artificial Intelligence.

1 Introduction

Lately, smart technologies have conquered every environment and house with
some benefits and some drawbacks if not used consciously. Children and young
adults, who will undoubtedly benefit of the support of smart technologies in
their adult age, are the most exposed to the threats. Schools can play a central
role in children education, supporting them in understanding these technologies.

The research project EmpAI (Empowerment of AI competences) [5] starts
from the conjecture that there exists innate human abilities that, if trained, sup-
port children and young adults in understanding concepts related to Artificial
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Intelligence (AI). To investigate this aspect, we designed a rigorous study within
the project aiming to experimentally test the effectiveness of a training program
that promotes such innate abilities to improve AI learning capabilities. Although
many resources to teach computer science and coding to Italian students have
been provided (e.g., CS Unplugged [2], Programma il Futuro [7]), to our knowl-
edge, studies focusing on evidence-based interventions are still lacking and thus
foundation for developing effective training programs is needed.

To address this issue, starting from the literature in several fields, such has
philosophy of mind, development psychology and artificial intelligence, we iden-
tified four of such innate abilities. These are: i) Ability to differentiate between
syntax and semantics; ii) Ability to classify data; iii) Ability to behave based
no test-operate-test-exit unit; and iv) Ability to plan. As a second step, follow-
ing approaches based on “gamification” to improve AI learning outcomes [4], for
each of such abilities we designed training activities as playful unplugged prac-
tice tasks for children. This is a difference with other existing approaches who
focus on the definition of a pure AI curricula (e.g., [11]) or use of AI technologies
(e.g., [9]). Considering the importance of metacognitive skills and self-reflection
in academic learning [10], each activity included a reflection phase in which the
children were asked to summarize the activity they had done, reflect on it to un-
derstand the principles of the task they were asked to do, and finally generalize
the principles to find similar situations in everyday life.

To prove the effectiveness of the training program we designed, we performed
our training activities in an experimental group composed of three fifth grade
and three sixth grade classes. At the same time, we considered a control group
composed of six classes to whom we administered control activities, i.e., activi-
ties similar to the training ones in terms of used material and topic, but that do
not train the abilities we are interested in. In both training and control groups
we performed four basic coding lessons and, after the training and control inter-
vention (four lessons), we performed four advanced lessons with an educational
robot, Codey Rocky [3]. To demonstrate the effectiveness of our training, we
tested children before the training/control lessons and, using the same mea-
sures, we will test them at the end of the advanced lessons. We assume that
the participants of the training should benefit more from the AI course than the
participants of the control group. We refer the interested reader to [1].

In this paper we focus on the unplugged training activities designed to en-
hance AI learning skills (see Section 2 for the general structure). We report and
discuss a number of observations we collected after performing the activities in
class (see Sections 3–6). We will leverage on these observations to improve the
activities to be performed in the followup project Impar.IA.mo whose aim is to
instruct teachers to replicate the activities in their classes.

2 Structure of the Activities and of the Observations

We designed playful activities that are unplugged and that do not require any
previous knowledge on AI, coding and such like. Although each activity differs
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from the others in the main ability involved (i.e., the ability to differentiate
between syntax and semantics, classify data, behave based on test-operate-test-
exit units, and planning), they are orchestrated by an expert and are structured
in a similar way consisting of three phases: 1) Presentation of the material and
of the narrative framework of the activity. This latter being a short story to
introduce the problem that needs to be solved. 2) Presentation of activities.
Activities consist of a few rounds, each involving a different problem that children
are asked to solve. Complexity of the problems and required autonomy for solving
them increase over the rounds. 3) Reflection phase. This phase is led by the
expert who follows a plot made of questions to the children.

The reflection phase is crucial in each activity. It is structured in three steps
where, first, children are asked to summarize what was done in the activity.
Then, they are asked to reflect on the purpose of the activity (e.g., classification,
planning). Finally, they are asked to find analogies with their every day life, i.e.,
problems or situations where the same solving approach is applied.

The activities were performed in the period from February to the end of
March 2022 in three fifth grade and three sixth grade classes in different schools
and different areas of the municipality of Turin. The activities were proposed
during the daily school lessons and the children worked individually in class.
During the implementation, we collected a series of observations about the chil-
dren’s behavior, their reactions and their active participation. As it is reasonable
to expect, some activities seemed to be more challenging for fifth graders than
for sixth graders. Other activities seemed to be equally challenging. The four
activities were presented to the students in the form of a gym where they were
asked to exercise their thinking. Each activity was represented by a drawing on
a poster board; before beginning each activity, the children reflected on where
they had achieved their training.

In the following sections we describe each identified activity and we report
the observations collected after our intervention at school, organizing them as
follows: i) Comprehension of the activity. We observed how many rounds of the
activity were needed as a warm up to understand the activity and the level of
autonomy in which children were able to work. Additionally, we also consider
how many rounds could be completed in the foreseen time. ii) Reflection phase.
We observed how much the children participated during the reflection phase
and whether the children easily drew conclusions about the expected topics or
whether they needed the expert’s help. iii) Activity outcomes. Was it possible to
perform the activity as expected? Were the students’ solutions as expected? Were
there unexpected answers/solutions? iv) Reflection outcomes. What answers did
the children give during the reflection phase? Did they come to the expected
conclusions? What unexpected answers did they give?

3 Egyptian Room

This activity is designed to train the ability to differentiate between syntax and
semantics and is inspired by Searle’s Chinese room [8]. The activity is introduced
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Fig. 1. Playful activities performed with children.

to children by explaining that a child from the ancient Egypt needs their help to
communicate. He accidentally joined our age because of a malfunctioning of his
time machine. The activity consists of six rounds. At each round, one child of
the class is selected to sit at the knowledge desk : a desk which is introduced to
children as capable of giving the power to whoever sits there, to quickly associate
hieroglyphic answers (output) to hieroglyphic questions (input). This is in fact
possible since correspondences are given. Without telling the other children,
the child has just to match the input to the output string and give it to the
expert. Afterwards, children in class are asked to answer the same hieroglyphic
question (Figure 3(a)) with no correspondence support. Children are asked to
translate symbols in letters composing Egyptian words; then they translate the
Egyptian words into Italian; finally, they select a possible answer from a set of
possible ones. Importantly, more than one answer is possible. Each answer that
the children give is collected by the expert on the board and then compared with
the one answer that the child found on the knowledge desk.

Comprehension.This activity seemed to be more challenging for fifth graders.
We found that it took them at least two rounds to understand the flow of the
activity. The sixth graders, on the other hand, were already completely clear
after the first round, and after that they were able to continue on their own
initiative. Moreover, fifth graders progressed slower than sixth graders, in some
cases answering five out of six questions while sixth grade students were able
to answer all of them. In some sixth grade class we noticed little enthusiasm in
performing the activity, but greater involvement in the reflection phase.

Reflection.Also the reflection part seemed to be more challenging for fifth grade
students, although it was not trivial for sixth graders either. Recognizing that
the group at the knowledge desk did not understand the meaning of the questions
(because the children only had to follow a simple correspondence rule) was only
possible under the guidance of the expert, who encouraged and led the discussion
among the students until they came to this conclusion themselves. Moreover,
once sixth grade students realized this, the concept remained clear to them for
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the entire duration of the discussion. Instead, the fifth graders still occasionally
had doubts about the understanding that the children at the knowledge desk
had of the questions they were answering. This was probably due to the fact
that the concept was still too challenging for them to get.

Activity Outcomes.One of the characteristics of this activity is that, for each
hieroglyphic question, more than one answer is possible. Students were able
to give more than one answer, but while sixth grade students gave appropriate
answers most of the time, fifth grade students took a "try and discuss" approach:
they first tried to give any answer, then discussed whether it was appropriate or
not, and finally decided whether to keep or discard it.

Contrary to expectations, the child at the knowledge desk was not much faster
than the children in the class in each round. He/she took time to carefully observe
all the correspondences before matching the answer. As a consequence, during
the reflection phase it was not always possible to leverage on this aspect to make
them understand that the children in class and the child at the knowledge desk
were probably using a different mechanism to answer the hieroglyphic questions.
We could however emphasize the fact that the child at the knowledge desk always
gave one answer only, out of the few possible.

Reflection Outcomes.The first part of the reflection guided the students to real-
ize that the child at the knowledge desk did not understand the semantics of the
questions. The second part aimed to get students thinking about the surround-
ing commonly used technologies, especially those that have natural language
processing interfaces and answer questions, such as intelligent assistants. The
issue was whether they are able to really understand what they are said or what
they say. None of the involved students was able to autonomously associate the
lack of understanding at the knowledge desk with smart assistants, a hint was
necessary. However, once one smart assistant was mentioned, students were able
to conclude that they do not understand the semantics. Children motivated it
by the fact that, in their experience, smart assistants sometimes give unrelated
answers to their questions.

4 Build your Fleet

Aim of this activity is to train the ability to classify data. Children are asked
to help the chief of a shipyard to build some fleets of boats. The activity is
structured into two parts. First, children are asked to build their own boat.
Each child is provided with an envelope containing ten elements in total, out of
which they have to select and use six elements. The possible elements are: sails,
propellers, oars, chimneys and portholes. We prepared several variants for each
of the boat parts. They may differ in number (e.g., one sail or groups of two or
three), colors and/or shape (e.g., squared or triangular sails). Each envelope is
prepared such that one or more of those boat parts is missing completely (e.g.,
some envelopes will not contain any sail). Each child is asked to present his or
her boat and to “classify” it, that is, to associate the boat to one of the groups
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that will take form along the way on the blackboard (see Figure 3(b)). Children
are firstly free to use a criterion of their own choice to perform the association
but they are required to provide a justification. Then, the expert suggests a
different criterion and children are asked whether, according to this criterion,
the fleets previously created need to be changed. This part of the activity has
therefore the aim of training classification skills based on visual characteristics
of the stimuli (boats) and to foster the ability to classify the same stimuli using
different classification rules.

As a second part, the class is split in two groups. Each group is given the de-
scription of a situation (e.g., traversing a narrow channel or transporting goods)
and children are asked to select a boat they consider the most suitable to ad-
dress the situation proposed. Each group is given an envelope containing many
different boats they can select from. At the end, each group has to guess the
situation the other group is in by looking at the boats they have chosen. This
second task aims to train the classification based on functions.

Comprehension.Before the children started building the boats, the expert ex-
plained all the boat parts they could find in their envelopes. Some students had
difficulties in remembering the name and the function of fenders. Some students
also attributed to chimneys a different function (e.g. rockets or cannons). Be-
side this, no extra explanation was needed. Once the boats were classified, the
children showed difficulty in finding other criteria and reclassifying the boats ac-
cordingly. As for the second part, the task was generally easily solved by children
of both grades, although the fifth graders needed more time.

Reflection.Children classified the boats according to criteria they identified as
the most relevant. Interestingly, even younger children considered more than
one criteria and tried to find at least two reasons why their boat would (not)
fit an existing fleet. For instance, they were considering the shape of the boat
parts (e.g., shape of sails or oars), and the presence/absence of common elements
(e.g., having or not having propellers, or oars). Concerning the second phase, we
believe that the concept of classification based on functionality is very familiar
to children. No particular effort was needed to make them reflect on this aspect.

Activity Outcomes.The two parts of the activity were designed to make children
reflect on possible, alternative ways of classifying, namely a classification based
on the visual characteristics versus one based on the function, that a boat serves.
However, it is worth noting how some children already tried to imagine a function
for the boat they built in the first part of the activity. They explicitly described
their boat as cruise, military or leisure boats. This particularly happened in a
few fifth grade classes, were each child additionally gave a name to the boat.

Reflection Outcomes. Looking at the first part of the activity, we could see that
the children had difficulty looking at a fleet as a whole. To match boats to fleets,
they made a pairwise comparison with the most similar or dissimilar boats in the
fleet, depending on whether they thought their boat belonged or not. Thinking of
characteristics of the entire cluster was too difficult for them, even when guided
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by the expert. This may also be due to the high variety of boats that were built,
and to the tendency to focus on predominant (in terms of color or dimension)
characteristics only.

Regarding the second part of the activity, only in few cases children selected
a boat that did not suit the situation described (e.g., a cargo to traverse a narrow
channel). This suggests that it was easier for them to classify in terms of the
function of the boats.

It was natural for them to find analogies to real-world situations (e.g. clas-
sification of books, cars, and the like). They were also more engaged overall in
this part of the activity than in the other activities.

5 What Can we Cook?

Aim of the activity is to train a behaviour based on test-operate-test-exit units [6].
More specifically, children were invited to reflect on goal revision. The children
are asked to prepare some dishes for a surprise party for a friend who is coming
to visit. In each round, a child playing the role of the party organizer is asked to
choose a dish to prepare from five possible alternatives. Depending on the dish,
an A3 paper, representing a pantry, is hanged on the board. The pantry shows
the names of a number of ingredients – each ingredient name corresponding to
a paper window (Figure 3(c)). By looking under the window, kids can find out
whether that ingredient is actually available.

A child, playing the chef role, has an ingredient book. Once the dish to
prepare is selected, the chef reads aloud the necessary ingredients, one at a
time. For each ingredient, a chef’s assistant (played by another child) checks the
pantry to see whether the ingredient is available. If an ingredient is missing, the
party organizer must decide whether to keep or change the selected recipe before
searching for the next ingredients. We selected dishes and ingredients in such a
way that some ingredients are more important than others, for a certain dish.
For instance, a pizza can be prepared without basil, but not without yeast. It
should be noted that at each step, children must decide whether or not to revise
their goal given the information they have at that point. That is, they cannot
look at the ingredients all at once and then decide; rather, they must decide
after it becomes clear that each ingredient is not available.

Comprehension.Unlike the others, this activity was centralized, which means
that the children did not have a task to do on their own. This could be a reason
why the children were less reactive and less responsive compared to the other
activities, although the organizer of the party asked the other children if they
agreed when he made his decision Comprehension of the rules of the activity was
not a problem, although, as it is reasonable to expect, fifth grade students took
more time to complete all four rounds. Although each round of the game was
conceived as separate from the others, the fifth graders sometimes interpreted
it as if all rounds were linked and, thus, they did not want to select more than
once the same dish to prepare.
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Reflection.The activity aims to develop children’s understanding of when a goal
is no longer worth pursuing because the conditions needed to achieve the goal
are no longer present Children’s tendency was to use an opposite approach, that
is, they tried to find ways to prepare what they had decided to prepare, given
the ingredients they had. For instance, in one case they prepared pizza without
oil, tomato sauce and mozzarella, saying that something edible would anyway
have been prepared - though more similar to bread than to pizza. As another
example, children wanted to prepare a cake but the butter was not available.
They suggested to squeeze the mozzarella cheese to produce milk and from that
butter. It is valuable that children searched alternatives to achieve the goal, but
the aim of the activity was rather to foster objective revision.

Activity Outcomes.The execution of this activity was successful in that by the
end of each round the children were able to identify the dish that could actually
be prepared. Interestingly, the children’s behavior showed significant differences
in terms of when they decided to abandon their original plan. Some desisted as
soon as the first required ingredient turned out to be unavailable, while others
decided to desist after the second or even the third ingredient was found to be
missing. However, we did not notice a trend depending on the grade.

Reflection Outcomes.When asked to find analogies with everyday life situations,
the children tended to stick to the cooking domain. Even when the expert asked
them to change domain, it was difficult for the children to identify other real-
world scenarios. In the end, they found parallelism with activities, such as going
to visit grandpa and discover that he is not at home, or deciding to go for an
outdoor activity and then have to find an alternative because of bad weather.

6 Plan your Path

In this activity, children train their ability to plan. Children are asked to help the
heedless cousin of “Little Red Riding Hood” to go from his place to his grandma
house. Children are given a map, showing buildings (e.g., school, bakery, pastry
shop) and streets, some of which are accessible in one direction only. The map
also shows a starting point and a target point. The activity consists of five
rounds, each of which requires students to select a path to go from start to end,
satisfying some requirements (see Figure 3(d)). The first two rounds are simpler
and simply ask participants to build paths that lead from one place to another,
passing by some buildings. The other rounds contain more constraints and add
an optimization criterion: to find the shortest path.

Comprehension.Among all, this was the most engaging activity. Children were
committed to solve the tasks that were given them one at a time. In few fifth
grade classes it was possible to perform four out of five tasks, although we
could observe that this was mainly due to difficulties in hanging the string to
the map to mark the path, rather than to the time needed to find the correct
path. Few questions were asked by the children, and they were related to map
comprehension rather than activity.
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Reflection. Similar to classification, also planning seems to be a natural task for
students. This could be noticed during the execution of the activity: it required
very little explanation and children took the most natural paths. The goal of the
reflection was to get the children to think about different planning strategies they
use in everyday situations and to consider which of them is most appropriate
under additional conditions. For instance, if they are late for school, the shortest
path is preferred over the nicer that is more adequate for a leisure walk.

Activity Outcomes.The children were able to solve the given tasks, taking into
account the given constraints. The first two tasks did not ask for the shortest
route. However, children found the shortest path or a near shortest one. In one
class only, children decided to “explore” the city and therefore took streets that
were not functional to directly reach the target. However, they did it on purpose.

When the task was to find the shortest path, children were able to find it quite
easily. In several cases, the children’s solutions included one-way streets, taken
in the wrong direction. This was due more to an oversight than to a conceptual
problem. We could see this by the reactions they had when they discovered
the mistake. Finally, when alternative paths allowed reaching the goal, children
naturally chose the best (the shortest) one. For instance, in one case they had to
pass by a bakery before reaching the destination. The map shows two bakeries
but none chose the farthest.

Reflection Outcomes.Not surprisingly, during the reflection phase children could
easily find the parallelism with GPS navigators. When asked, the children came
easily up with other preference criteria that might be imposed on street selection.
They proposed many alternatives, such as choosing the quietest streets, the
streets crossing the fewest traffic lights, or the sunniest streets.

7 Conclusion and Take Away

In this paper we presented an ongoing experimentation in the context of the
research project EmpAI. We summarize the main observations that we collected
during the execution of four activities in fifth and sixth grade classes. Table 1
reports a summary. As can be noticed, some activities seem to be natural for
children, namely Build your fleet and Plan your path, respectively concerning
classification and planning. For what concerns the activity Egyptian room, one
of the main difficulties was in understanding that answers can be given even
without understanding the semantics. This was particularly challenging for fifth
graders. For what concerns the activity What can we cook?, we noticed an overall
reluctance in autonomously revising the goal.

We plan to improve these activities in the context of the followup project
Impar.IA.mo. In particular, for the Egyptian room we will experiment with al-
ternative artifact to the knowledge desk to help children understand how answers
can be given even without understanding the semantics. Regarding What can
we cook?, we will domains other than the cooking one. We hope children will
be able to transfer the concept to their most familiar domains, thus possibly
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Egyptian
Room

Build your
Fleet

What can
we Cook?

Plan your
Path

Activity 5th
Not all rounds completed
Two warm-up rounds Engaging.

No particular explanation
needed

Difficult to separate
rounds

Less engaging

Slower than
6th graders

6th
All rounds completed
One warm-up round Less engaging All completed

Reflection 5th
More challenging than

the activity They tried to find more
than one reason for
their classification

Tendency
to persist with

the selected objective

Planning
seems a natural
concept for them6th

More engaging than
the activity

Activity
Outcome

5th
"Try and discuss"

approach Classification
in terms of function

of boats seems more natural

Performed
as expected

Unconsciously look
for the shortest

All found the correct path6th Targeted answers

Reflection
Outcome

5th Analogy with smart
assistants difficult to

find but easy to understand

Pair wise comparison
Easy to find real life

comparison

Difficult to abstract
to everyday
situations

Parallels with real life
seems natural and engaging6th

Table 1. Summary of the observations for the activities and grades

favouring a goal revision. We will also examine how well these activities apply
to small groups.
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